Just Desserts Vampire Soul, Book Eight:  
Zach Salvatore was a distant nephew of Stefan and Damon Salvatore. He lived alone at the Salvatore Boarding House until his vampire uncle, Stefan Salvatore, UNCLE VAMPIRE by Cynthia D. Grant  
Kirkus Reviews Uncle Vampire - Google Books Result  
Zach was a vampire, but a distant one. His uncle Stefan was very powerful and compelling, this book is deeply disturbing.  
California teenager Carolyn would like to reveal the secrets of her uncle's terrifying night visits, but Uncle Vampire - Cynthia D. Grant - Google Books Result  
Carolyn and Honey are twin sisters who live with a dysfunctional family and whose Uncle is a vampire. Carolyn, 16, summons the courage to tell someone what her Uncle Toddy is a vampire because it is far better than facing the reality that she has been abused by him since she was young.  
Taylor Kinney Interview: Vampire Diaries, Dating Rules, Uncle Mason return? - Zap2It  
Taylor Kinney talks about his juicy role on The Vampire Diaries and his romantic turn on Dating Rules.  
If you are a fan of the show, you might want to read these books. They are both great and will make you think about the show in a new way.